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Fig. 8. Comparison of the correction types of different MSA schemes.
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Fig. 9. BER/BLER performance of different MSA schemes.

D. The Split-Row MMSA Core

This part presents the split-row MMSA core. In traditional
semi-parallel structure with layered MMSA core (see Fig. 4),
since the “1”s in j-th row will be processed one by one to find
the minimum and sub-minimum of all L(qij), the decoding
stages K for one iteration is proportional to the number of
“1”s in each row of the base matrix Hb. The idea is that,
if k “1”s can be processed at the same time, the decoding
time of one iteration will be shortened by a factor of k, and
the throughput will have a gain of k. This is done by split-
row scheme, which vertically splits Hb into multiple part. The
“1”s in each part are processed simultaneously to find the
local minimum, and the results are merged together. In this
way, for Hb with maximum row weight w, the minimum and
sub-minimum can be obtained in w/k clocks. See Fig. 2 as
an example, we split the 4 × 6 Hb into two parts, each has
one or two “1”s in every row. The corresponding architecture
with k = 2 is shown in Fig. 10. The LLRSUM (L(Qi)),
LLREX (L(rji)) and LLR (L(qij)) of the left part and right
part are stored in two individual RAM/FIFOs, respectively.
Two minimum/sub-minimum finders pass result to the merger
for final comparison, thus approximately shorten the process
pipeline by half. Note that the split position must exist for
the code Hb such that each row in each part contains nearly
the same number of “1”s. Otherwise, we need RAMs with
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Fig. 10. The architecture of split-row MMSA core.

multiple read ports and write ports, which is not practical for
FPGA implementation.

E. The Early-Stopping Scheme

This part introduces the early-stoping scheme applied in
our decoder. In practical scenario, the decoding process often
gets to convergence much earlier than the preset maximum
iterations is reached, especially under favorable transmission
conditions when SNR is large. Thus, if the decoder can
terminate the decoding iterations as soon as it detect the
convergence, the power of the circuit can be reduced as well
as the decoding delay. Throughout is also increased if the
system dynamically adjusts the transmission rate according to
statistics of average iteration numbers under current channel
state.

Traditional stopping criterions focus on whether the code
can be decoded successfully or not, which either cost too
much extra resource to store iteration parameters, such as
HDA [17] and NSPC [18], or use floating-point calculation
to evaluate the current iteration situation, such as VNR [16]
and CMM [17]. All these methods are not suitable for the
hardware implementation.

Here, we propose a simple and effective scheme to detect
the convergence of the decoding. The “convergence” means
at some time, all of the hard decisions sgn(L(Qi)) satisfy
the check equations, The detection of convergence usually
demands parallel calculation of each equation, However, due to
the layered structure (QC) and lack of the hardware resources,
we can use a semi-parallel algorithm to implement iteration-
stopping module, which evaluates one layer (zf equations)
simultaneously. If the number of the continuously successful-
check layers reach a threshold ω, the module will trigger a
signal meaning the decoding have got to convergence and the
iteration can be stopped.

One important issue of Algorithm 5 is the estimation
of threshold ω. The BER/BLER performances and average
iteration times of different ω are shown in Fig. 11, where
the stopping criterion of ideal iteration is HcT = 0. We
choose ω = 2.5 × M to achieve tradeoff between time and
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